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PanaVice Action Camera Handlebar Mount
The all new BarGrip Action Camera Handlebar Mount by PanaVise was 
designed with one objective in mind; to grip a bar better than any other 
camera bar mount on the market. By taking this performance-first approach, 
PanaVise has created a bar mount that is more than 2x stronger than other 
action camera bar mounts on the market. It’s holding power combined with 
the signature PanaVise Tilt, Turn and Rotate system makes the BarGrip the 
mount you need to get the shot you want.
- Compatible with any camera: includes standard 1/4-20" ball and Action 

Cam ball
- Fits round and oblong bars: 7/8" (min) to 1-1/4" (max)
- Non-slip rubberized inserts
- Internal structured ribs design for high-strength holding power
- Fully Adjustable: 210° Tilt, 360° Turn and 360° Rotation
- Premium Materials: made of custom, engineered composites and light-

weight aluminum
- Ideal for: bicycles, motorcycles, ATVs or any round or semi-round tube

PanaVise BarGrip Action 
Camera Handlebar Mount

PanaVice Action Camera Roll Bar/Frame Mount
The all new BarGrip XL Action Camera Bar Mount by PanaVise was designed 
with one objective in mind; to grip a bar better than any other camera bar 
mount on the market. By taking this performance-first approach, PanaVise
has created a bar mount that is more than 2x stronger than other action 
camera bar mount on the market. Its holding power combined with the 
signature PanaVise Tilt, Turn and Rotate system makes the BarGrip XL the 
mount you need to get the shot you want.

FITS CIRCULAR BARS ...
1.25" (min) to 2" (max)

MOUNT ANY ACTION CAMERA...
Includes 1/4-20 ball & GoPro-style ball

FULLY ADJUSTABLE...
Tilt 210 degrees, turn 360 degrees & rotate 360 degrees

PREMIUM MATERIALS...
Made of custom, engineered composite, light weight aluminum and 
corrosion resistant stainless steel

QUICK INSTALL...
Hinge and swing bolt design

IDEAL FOR...
Roll Bars, Roll Cages, ATVs, UTVs, Poles or any round tube 
(1.25" to 2")

Raised 10mm bolt head for accessibility from multiple angles

PanaVise BarGrip XL Action 
Camera Roll Bar/Frame 
Mount
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All PanaVise products are warranted against defective materials and/or workmanship to all original consumer owners from the 
date of original consumer purchase for the lifetime of ownership by the original consumer owner. In the event of defective 
materials and/or workmanship, PanaVise Products, Inc. will, without charge, repair or replace, at its option, the defective 
product within 60-days from the receipt of the defective product.

ActionGrip 3-N-1 Suction 
Cup Camera Mount Kit

THE ULTIMATE ACTION CAMERA SUCTION CUP MOUNT
Build the mount you need to get the shot you want.
The ultimate suction cup mount kit for action cameras.
Multi-piece kit allows you to build three different ActionGrip mounts:
- Shorty configuration for low profile mounting. Get the camera as close to 

the surface as possible.
- Single Knuckle configuration for a full range of motion. Position the camera 

where you need it.
- Double Knuckle configuration for maximum adjustability. Gets unique 

angles and shots.
Designed with aluminum components and custom engineered composites for 
light weight & maximum holding power.

Suction cup made of a high-grade premium material. Stays mounted in hot & 
cold.

PanaVise is the industry leader for Suction Cup Action Camera Mounts.
Action Cam 3-axis adapter features PanaVise ball for Tilt, Turn and Rotate. No 
more linking together various pieces to point the camera where you needed. 
Infinite adjustability!

Standard 1/4-20 ball works with all cameras with standard threaded tripod 
insert.

Compatible will all leading action cameras, including our OnReal B1KS+ 4K 
Waterproof Action Camera.

Limited Lifetime Warranty

https://www.intrinsicproducts.com/product-page/onreal-b1ks-4k-action-camera

